
Boca Juniors - Team Analysis
Hi and welcome to our first team analysis, we are making this so you can get a better
understanding of a team’s roster and make more informed decisions when you buy or sell
any of these players. We’ll be covering all of the club’s current players and the ones that are
no longer there but have a Sorare Card with this club. Feel free to reach out if you have any
questions.

Boca is at a weird spot right now, they decided not to renew the contracts of some players
that had been in Boca for years and Boca’s fans are thankful for that, but they have been
failing to get good players in to fill those spots.

The football level of the team isn’t good at all and most fans blame the coach for it. The early
elimination from the Copa Libertadores doesn’t help either. Despite all this, the authorities
have his back and it looks like he’ll keep his job for now.

After each player description we’ll include their status as of July 27, 2021. This can obviously
change in the future because of transfers, injuries or bad performances.

Goalkeepers

Esteban Andrada
The best keeper Boca has had in recent history. He’s got great technique and he’s also
excellent at playing with his feet. He’s not exactly young but he still has a lot to give, he
would have gone to the Copa America with the national team if it wasn’t for a minor injury.

Rayados Monterrey (Liga MX) just bought him for around $6.000.000 and our information is
that they plan to use him as the starter GK. He has already started in a few friendlies and the
first official game of the season. He is a very interesting option because Rayados isn’t
featured in Sorare yet so, as long as this stays the same, his card won't be minted anymore
and after a few good SO5 scores the demand could get his price up really fast.

Status: Starter at Rayados Monterrey, Liga MX.

Agustín Rossi
Rossi is the starter at GK at Boca right now. He’s a little bit younger than usual for a starter
GK but that doesn’t play against him. He has a very strong personality and he has proven
everytime and everywhere he played. We strongly believe he will do great in Boca.

Everytime he was a substitute he was notably upset, he is very competitive and always
wants to play, we think this is great because if he is ever relegated to substitute in Boca, he
will try to get to another team where he can start.



If Agustin can keep his good performances going through the entire league, he’ll very likely
be on the radar of many european teams.

Status: Guaranteed Starter.

Javier García
He’s the substitute at GK, the second option behind Rossi. Boca being eliminated from the
Copa is terrible news for this guy since Miguel Russo no longer needs to rest Rossi on
weekends.

Maybe Russo gives him the starting spot on some of the easiest Copa Argentina games, but
since this tournament is not covered in Sorare, this isn’t good news either.

Analysing his game, he’s a very good keeper to be a sub. When he joined Boca he knew he
had to strive to get a chance at starting. He likes the competition and he’s confident in
himself.

On a way too early prediction, we can see Javier as a starting GK if Rossi leaves any time
soon.

Status: Substitute Goalkeeper.

Defenders

Lisandro Lopez
Lisandro Lopez is a great defender and was a starter for almost 2 years, him and Izquierdoz
gave Boca one of the best defending duos of the last years. With the arrival of star level (and
national team) players like Carlos Zambrano and Marcos Rojo, Lopez has lost his place and
is now the coach's third option at central back.
Boca fans really love him and want him to play but right now it seems unlikely.

Lisandro 's agent is actively looking to move him to somewhere else where he can be a
starter, and there are many clubs that could use a player of his skill and experience.
Unfortunately, the strongest rumors right now are that he’s going to land in Arabia Saudita
and their league is not covered by Sorare, so our advice is to be very careful with his card.

Position: Central back.
Status: Substitute (First option).

Marcos Rojo
Marcos has the potential to be the best defender at Boca and the Argentine league, his only
problem is that he’s been dealing with injuries for some time. Last tournament was really



rough for him because he suffered some back to back muscle strains. The bright side is that
he decided not to go on holiday last offseason to start working on his physical state
before the rest of the team. This seems to be paying off because he looked in great shape in
the first games of the season and Boca fans have really high hopes for him.
He is the starter central back alongside Izquierdoz and is one of the players with the most
experience and hierarchy, he’s also the second option for captain. He has one and a half
years left on his contract.

Position: Central back.
Status: Guaranteed starter.

Carlos Izquierdoz
Carlos is one of the most reliable players Boca had in the last couple of years and this has
earned him the starting and captain spot, a lot of defenders came and left since he arrived
but he has always remained a starter.
Despite his age (32), he is one of the most important players at Boca and still has a lot to
give. There’s really not much more to say because he is simply great.He’s probably your
best option for a Boca defender with great SO5 scores.

Position: Central back.
Status: Guaranteed starter.

Marcelo Weigandt
Marcelo has just returned from his year as a loan player in Gimnasia, his time there was
great and it helped him gain a lot of experience, that’s why Boca’s authorities decided to get
him back.
He is a fierce right back that also does great when attacking. His season with Gimnasia was
great both on the field and on the SO5 scores. He’ll have to compete for the starting spot
against the more experienced Luis Advincula.
We think that Advincula will be the starter upon his arrival but as the season goes on,
Marcelo could win his place back since he has proved how good and reliable he is.

Position: Right back.
Status: Starter, but may lose his spot with Advíncula’s arrival.

Carlos Zambrano
Zambrano has a long history in European football and with his national team. He joined Boca
hoping for a starting spot alongside Izquierdoz but hasn’t got it so far.
Boca’s authorities and coach still hold high hopes for him but he didn’t seize the few
opportunities he had, where he showed poor performances.



Russo has tried to play with 3 central backs before but we think that if this happens again,
the coach will give the third spot to Lisandro Lopez (assuming he doesn’t leave).

Position: Central back.
Status: Substitute (second option).

Renzo Giampaoli
Renzo is a young central back that made his debut in Boca last season. He’s good but he
doesn’t stand out for anything in particular. He’s not a top tier young player but so far he's
been up to the task every time Boca needed him, even when they played him as a right
back.
It’ll be very difficult for him to get a place in the first team since Boca has a lot of top tier
defenders, we believe Boca will try to use the next transfer markets to work out a loan so he
can go and get experience on a weaker team.

Position: Central back/Right back.
Status: Substitute (unlikely to play).

Agustín Sandez
Agustin's situation is very similar to the one we just described for Renzo Giampaoli. Ok
performance but nothing spectacular yet. Since Emanuel Mas left the club, Sandez might get
some chances at starting since his only competition is Frank Fabra.
These chances won’t last long if Sandez doesn’t improve his game quickly, because there’s
also Valentin Barco coming from the reserves and he’s one of the biggest promises in the
Argentine league.

Position: Left back.
Status: Substitute (first option, but may fall to second option after Barco’s good
performances).

Frank Fabra
Frank is the starting left back, he is the longest tenured player on the team and his
relationship with the fans has had its ups and downs.

Due to his personality, Frank is a player that alternates between great and horrible games
frequently. He’s very resourceful when attacking and has some problems defending.

One game he can make the worst mistakes and the dumbest fouls and then in the next one
summon his inner Roberto Carlos and create incredible offensive plays.

There’ve been plenty of rumors about him leaving to play in the Turkish league, there’s
nothing confirmed. Considering that Mas left and Fabra is the only experienced left back
remaining, he may take on the responsibility and get the confidence back.



Position: Left back.
Status: Starter.

Nicolas Valentini
Nicolas has the same situation as Giampaoli, only played with the first team once and did ok.
Doesn’t have a lot of potential but has been doing good with the reserve team. We think
Boca will try to lend him away to another team in the league.

Position: Central back/Left back.
Status: Reserve.

Valentin Barco*
Valentin is the young player of Boca with the most potential. He debuted in this tournament
at only 16 years of age. People who support Boca and many argentinians have high hopes
for him since his performance in the sub 17 national team of Argentina has been excellent so
far. Some Boca fans even want him to play instead of Fabra.

His card is not in Sorare yet, but it’ll be a great investment opportunity if he is in the 21/22
editions.

Position: Left back.
Status: Substitute (second option, but may rise to first option after his good performances).

Luis Advíncula*
Boca has wanted to get Advincula for many years and now it looks like they finally made it
happen. He’s a very experienced player that arrives hoping to give Boca a solution at the
right back spot (something they had been lacking with Jara and Buffarini).

He’ll most likely be a starter as soon as he arrives, but he’ll have to do well in order to keep
that status, remember Weigandt is there too.

Position: Right back.
Status: Not in the club yet but will most likely be a starter.

Leonardo Jara
Leonardo’s time in Boca wasn’t very good. It’s now confirmed that he’ll continue his career in
Velez Sarfield.
Maybe playing in a weaker team will be good for him, and he can achieve the starter status
he never had in Boca.

Position: Right back.
Status: Unknown status yet, but will play for Velez.



Julio Buffarini
Julio was an ok right back most of the time, Boca’s fans liked him but it’s not like they’ll miss
him. We have information confirming that Julio doesn’t want to play for any other team in
Argentina (for political reasons) and that his manager is trying to find him a team in Europe
or elsewhere, so our advice is to be careful with his cards. He might take an offer from an
Argentine team only as a last resource.

Position: Right back.
Status: Out of the club, unknown future.

Emmanuel Mas
Emmanuel was one of the worst left backs Boca has had. The only reason why he spent 3
years at Boca were the ups and downs of Fabra. This caused Mas to start many games,
even when he clearly didn’t have the skill.

He will play for Orlando City, MLS (already confirmed).

Position: Left back.
Status: Unknown status yet, but will play for Orlando City, MLS.

Midfielders

Esteban Rolón
Esteban is one of the latest additions to the squad and it’s currently starting in the midfield.
Juan Roman Riquelme (Boca’s president and vice president) was his teammate in
Argentinos Juniors and they have a very good relationship. This is part of the reason why the
club brought him and they have high hopes for him.

He has tough competition in the midfield because que fills the same position as Alan Varela,
one of the most promising players at Boca.

Position: Central midfielder.
Status: Starter.

Cristian Medina
Cristian is another of the starters in the Boca midfield. He made his debut last season and
has been doing great since. He has earned the trust of the coach. At only 19 years old, he is
a very cold blooded player, something not common for someone his age.

He won’t have an easy time keeping his place in the starting lineup, especially because of
his age. He’s considered pretty good by the coach but there are a lot of good midfielders at



Boca. We believe that Cristian has a great future and, if he keeps his good level, a future in
the european football.

Position: Box-to-box midfielder.
Status: Starter.

Alan Varela

Alan’s situation is pretty similar to Medina’s. Since his debut he has been one of the best
midfielders in every match he has been a part of. His technique and confidence are
something very few players have.

Boca’s fans love him, most of them don’t understand nor like the decision of buying Rolon
and playing him instead of Alan. To be honest we don’t understand it either.

Despite his current substitute status, he is one of the most promising young players and has
a great future.

Position: Central midfielder.
Status: Substitute (first option).

Eduardo Salvio
Eduardo decided to end his time in Europe to come and play in the team he loves. At the
time of his arrival, it was the biggest news in Argentine football.

Every time he has been available he was a starter. Last April he suffered from a torn ACL
and he’ll be out until September at least.

He might be a good investment because if he recovers fine from his knee he’ll be a starter
for sure.

Position: Right winger.
Status: Injured. Expected return Mid September. He was part of the starting team before he
got injured.

Edwin Cardona
Probably the most controversial player on this list. With the ball at his feet he’s a beast, by
far one of the classiest players in the Argentine league.

His problem is his life outside the field. He has spent most of his time in Boca with a visible
overweight, and every now and then there are leaked videos of him partying and in
nightclubs at times where he should be training. This leads to a lot of uncertainty around
him, giving the club authorities and the coach a lot of doubts on how he’ll play and on



whether they should invest in the player or not. He’s currently on Boca as part of a loan and
the club has until November to decide if they’ll buy Cardona (not cheap btw).

If he finds a way to get his mind and body together for a season we are sure that he’ll be a
top 3 player in the league. His class and technique are unmatched, plus he is incredible
when it comes to shooting free throws and corners, this has lead him to scoring a lot of goals
and assists (and some good SO5 scores)

Position: Attacking midfielder.
Status: Starter.

Agustín Almendra
Agustin is in a similar spot as Medina and Varela, he’s one of the most promising young
talents in the club and he has more experience with the first team since he made his debut a
few years ago.

His play style could be defined as a classic “box to box”. A few months ago Napoli came in
pursuit of him but it ended up in nothing. If he keeps up his good level he’ll leave for a
European league for sure.

Position: Box-to-box midfielder.
Status: Injured. Expected return Mid August. He was part of the starting team before he got
injured.

Aaron Molinas
Aaron has made his debut this season and he did great. Every time he plays with the
reserves he does good too, the coach has high hopes for him.

As of right now he’s more a promise than a reality, he’s just taking his first steps and, unlike
Varela and Medina, he just had a few minutes played with the first team.

Position: Box-to-box midfielder.
Status: Substitute (unlikely to play).

Diego González
His performances haven’t been great so far, it may be for the injuries or just because he isn’t
that good.
The coach him plays him a lot mainly because of his age and experience (keep in mind that
most of Boca’s midfielders ar very young and inexperienced)
We believe that he’ll either improve and raise the level he’s been showing or he’ll lose his
starting spot.

Position: Central midfielder.
Status: Starter.



Jorman Campuzano
Jorman's situation is somewhat similar to Gonzalez. He had an incredible season back in
2019 but his level has been decreasing since. He lost his starting place to Varela / Rolon.

Boca’s fans want him to show the great potential they know he’s got. The truth is that with
the arrival of Rolon and the good games Varela has had, it’s not likely for Jorman to get a lot
of playing chances this season.
Also there’s been some rumors of a possible transfer to the Colombian league.

Position: Central midfielder.
Status: Substitute (second option).

Ignacio Fernández
Almost the exact same situation as Molinas. Only one game played with the first team but
has shown some interesting things in his playstyle (like how he can play great with both feet)
He’s for sure one of the best reserves but has yet to have a chance to prove it on the first
team.

We believe a loan to a smaller team would be great for him but as of right now there are no
rumors.

Position: Central midfielder.
Status: Reserve (Lots of potential).

Gonzalo Maroni
Gonzalo has had a lot of chances with the Boca first team but has failed to find his place in
the starting lineup. Because of this, the club has decided to lend him to Atlas de Mexico with
a buying option that’s pretty cheap.
If he becomes reliable and a stable option at Atlas, he may become an important piece in the
team. There’s no official info coming from Atlas on whether he’ll start or not.

Position: Attacking midfielder.
Status: Unknown status. Will play for Atlas, Liga MX.

Nicolas Capaldo
After a good time in Boca, Nicolas was sold to the Red Bull Salzburgo of Austria.

We think he’s a good player and if he keeps doing good he may have a future on the
Argentine national team.

Position: Box-to-box midfielder.
Status: Unknown status. Will play for Red Bull Salzburgo of Austria.



Forwards

Agustín Obando
Agustin has a weird situation, according to juvenile scouts he has a great potential, but he
has had his chances in the first team lineup and he hasn’t shown his talent.

We think a loan to a smaller team would do wonders for him but it doesn't look like it'll
happen, there was a rumor about him going to Lanus but the coach decided to keep him
around to have extra attacking options.

We believe in the player and his potential but he has yet to prove himself in the field. He
needs to do better or his chances will stop coming.

Position: Left winger.
Status: Substitute (first/second option).

Exequiel Zeballos
Zeballos is one of the top young talents in Boca and in Argentine football. Unfortunately, the
coach didn’t give him many chances so far and, the few he did give him, were as a right
forward (his natural position is on the left side).

Everyone knows how good and talented Exequiel is, it seems that the only one left to find
out is Boca’s coach.

His best case scenario would either be a loan to a weaker team where he can get more
minutes, or the potential leaving of Pavon and/or Villa might free some minutes for him to
grab.

Position: Left/Right winger.
Status: Substitute (second/third option with lots of potential).

Sebastián Villa
Sebastian is one of the most important players on Boca right now, his speed is unmatched.
The only thing better than his speed is his ability to dribble at that high velocity. If he has a
good match, the opposite team’s defense will have a really hard time.

Sebastián’s problem is his life outside of Boca, he’s being prosecuted on a gender-based
violence cause and he has repeatedly posted instagram stories violating the Covid protocols.

There are rumors telling that the Belgium club Brudge want him. We’ll surely have these
rumors confirmed or denied in the upcoming weeks.

Position: Left/Right winger.



Status: Guaranteed Starter (transfer rumour to Club Brudge, JPL).

Luis Vázquez
Luis was the scoring leader on his last season with the reserves. Boca has high hopes for
him but he hasn’t played well in the few minutes he had with the first team.

If he can show a level close to the one he had on the lower divisions he’ll be a very solid
player. So far he hasn’t shown anything, but he’s a very young player and he hasn’t had
many chances.

Position: Central forward.
Status: Substitute (second option).

Cristian Pavón
Cristian case is very unique. Boca bought him a few years ago and, thanks to his good
performances he earned a place on the national team during the 2018 world cup, where he
even got to start a few times.

After that great chapter, there were rumors about some millionaire offers from some
European leagues but none of that happened. He ended up going to the LA Galaxy on a
loan and he played there for the last 2 years. He returned to Boca because LA Galaxy didn’t
want to buy him.

Right now he is playing at Boca but he has expressly stated that he wants to leave the club.
Boca is open to selling him if they get an offer they consider fair.

The biggest offerer right now seems to be Olympique Marseille, a club whose coach (Jorge
Sampaoli) was the one to select and play Cristian in the national team.

Position: Left/Right winger.
Status: Starter (transfer rumour to Olympique Marseille, Ligue One).

Nicolás Orsini*
Boca bought Nicolas to fill the place that Franco Soldano left open. This is the reason why
Nicolas comes to Boca with the objective to compete for a spot in the starting lineup.

He was not given the chance to start upon his arrival, as we all saw, tha starter against
Atletico Mineiro was Briasco.

Boca is reportedly still looking to buy yet another central forward before the trade deadline.
Nicolas will have to fight really hard if he wants to start, but he might get it.

Position: Central forward.
Status: Substitute (first option).



Norberto Briasco*
Norberto arrival is to take the place of Carlos Tevez and Mauro Zarate. He doesn’t have the
talent of the former, but he has a much lower salary and a huge ambition and will to
succeed.
He began the season as the starting central forward, but his preferred roles are playing by
the sides or as a second option on offense.

Position: Central forward - Left/Right winger.
Status: Starter.

Carlos Tevez
Boca’s last true icon. He left the club announcing his retirement, but he left the door open for
a comeback in the MLS. We just have to wait for his decision.

Position: Central forward
Status: Out of Boca and he may end his career.

Mauro Zarate
Mauro could never find his place in Boca’s starting eleven. Partially due to his bad
performances and his muscular problems.

His most likely destination is Libertad de Paraguay (not covered by Sorare) but we think
there’s a small chance he may sign for another team in Argentina.

Position: Central forward - Left/Right winger.
Status: Out of Boca.

Franco Soldano
There’s no doubt that Soldano was the worst forward Boca has had in recent history. He had
plenty of chances to start and his performances went from bad to worse, he has even
become a meme and a target of jokes all around the league. Boca’s fans are very happy that
he’s leaving.

He was in Boca as part of a loan so he must return to Olympiacos. The information we have
is that they don’t have much use for him so they might try to lend him again. There’s no
official info yet.

Position: Central forward.
Status: Out of Boca (Thanks god).


